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Dear NEWS and Weather Experts, Reporters AND Professionals,
As you may know, several tornadoes did simultaneously descend on the USA Zip
code = 45405 on Memorial day.
My home - located in the affected area - was not damaged; However, some of my
neighbor's homes were destroyed.
Many large trees were uprooted. YOUR station coverage has been excellent!
I am writing today - to alert you to please warn your viewers of a danger that lurks
- even after the tornadic event sub-sides.
That is: As neighbors rush forth - to help their neighbors - they should be made
aware of the particle debris [that] is present in the ambient air; which, although to
small to see - can be breathed in by human lungs.

In fact, I assisted my neighbors with tornado debris removal - and, my efforts (we
theorize) resulted in me being subsequently diagnosed and treated for pneumonia.
I am much improved as I write this - as a result of the treatment [I received] from
my Medical Doctor - Lizbeth Bible.
Indeed, there was a high incidence of persons - in the 45405 area - contracting "airborne" illnesses - which may have been prevented - IF, we had worn "masks".
Thus, I stated - to DR. Bible that I would request you - to please caution your
viewers and ALL "helpers" to wear face - and breathing masks - during their
efforts to help others. That is, particulate matter - suspended in the air - in the
vicinity of a tornadic event - can become embedded - in the lining of human lungs
- and, result is severe chest area infections.
THANK YOU. Please caution your viewers to wear: foot, eye, hand and breathing
protections.

- Susan Neuhart - Harrison TWP Resident :: My "personal" web
site: http://hansandcassady.org/

